Serial gadolinium-enhanced MRI of the brain and spinal cord in early relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis.
Although serial MRI studies of the brain in relapsing-remitting MS have demonstrated frequent asymptomatic disease activity, less is known about the spinal cord. We carried out monthly gadolinium-enhanced brain and spinal cord MRI scans over 1 year in 10 patients with relapsing-remitting MS. Six of the patients had a total of 11 clinical relapses, eight of which involved the spinal cord. A total of 167 active (enhancing or new nonenhancing) lesions in the brain and 19 in the spinal cord were present. Only one active brain lesion was symptomatic compares with six spinal cord lesions. Overall, one-third of new spinal cord lesions were symptomatic, and three-quarters of clinical spinal cord relapses were associated with a new MRI lesion in a location appropriate to the symptoms. Activity in both the spinal cord and brain was more common around the time of relapse. There was a strong association between the spinal cord and brain MRI activity. We did not detect progressive spinal cord atrophy from measurements of a spinal cord cross-sectional area. We conclude that, in relapsing-remitting MS, imaging of the brain alone will detect 90% of active lesions; spinal cord MRI using current technology will therefore provide only modest gains in treatment trials in which lesion activity is the primary outcome measure. The lack of ++progressive spinal cord atrophy in these patients, suggesting that significant axonal loss has not occurred, is in keeping with their good recovery after relapse. That brain and spinal cord lesions occur concurrently implies a systemic trigger for disease activity.